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Proteome Discoverer 2.1 has a dizzying number of 
options 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real trick is figuring out what each node is and how it can help you get the most out of your Orbitrap data!
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Example data set from Lumos 

2 hour HeLa separation on Lumos in FT/IT mode 
MS/MS scans accumulated in IT in Turbo: 
~98,400 MS/MS scans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current generation Orbitrap systems are capable of generating enormous numbers of MS/MS scans per unit time. 
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First run; SequestHT only; static alkylation 

Total MS/MS spectra 

Matched spectra Unmatched 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move to live demo: how to build this simple workflow. If we use just one search engine we and don’t account for the enormous numbers of modified peptides and proteins then we are only seeing part of the picture
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Some strategy options 

Series searching Iterative searching 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numerous search engines are available for use directly within Proteome Discoverer. The compromise in series searching is the amount of search time as each search engine will require the resources necessary to search your entire dataset. In iterative searching techniques, one search engine, here the fastest, is allowed to first search the MS/MS spectra for matches. The unmatched spectra can be passed onto the next search engine. There are many different ways to approach this experiment and other tools available to improve the confidence of your searches.
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Bias your search options with the Free Preview 
Node from Protein Metrics 

Predictions based on these suggestions:  
Dynamic mods = increase in ~9.4% matches (3,000 PSMS!) 
Semitryptic search = increase in ~17.7% ( 6,500 PSMS!) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Preview node from Protein metrics looks at a sub-section of the ions selected for fragmentation in your experiment. It then compares these to a wide variety of search options, including PTMs and different digestion efficiencies to allow you to better shape your searches. Worth noting: these settings are optimized for the Byonic search engine and you will see the highest gain when using these settings for that engine. However, you will see improvements when using these settings for searching with other engines as well.
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Example: With and without suggested modifications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this example, I am moving to a smaller RAW file for further analysis. Searching an entire Lumos RAW file with all of the options available is extremely CPU intensive.
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Another iterative search --SequestHT with semi-
tryptic peptides 

Semitryptic searches are 
CPU intensive. 

Iterative searches can 
come up with new data 

Unmatched 
spectra re-

searched for 
semitryptic 

mods 

1353 new matches when searching 
SequestHT semi-tryptic 
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What about glycopeptides? 

If we search the unmatched spectra for 
just common human O-glycans, this 
dataset turns up over 30 high confidence 
matches.  

How many modifications are we missing? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we return to the RAW spectra and extract oxonium reporter ions we see that unenriched HeLa cell digest contains many unidentified glycopeptides.  How many other modifications are we missing?
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Identifying unknown PTMs with Byonic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this study mass-tolerant searches were performed that found that a large number of unmatched spectra in a typical search were low-abundance PTMs. This study can be repeated with Proteome Discoverer 2.1. 
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ptmRS for localizing all these PTMs 
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Genetic variation detection 

PD 2.1 allows the selection of 
multiple databases. 
 
Next gen sequencing variant call 
files can be used in conjunction 
with your normal protein 
database 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This can be used for next-gen sequencing or for mutation searches. Transition to consensus workflows.
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Genetic variation consensus tools 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the protein marker node to keep hits from your multiple databases separate and marked.
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Use FASTA preferences to keep your data clean  
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What about confidence? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Confidence levels can be controlled and monitored at the PSM, peptide, protein and protein group level. Multiple bioinformatics studies have went after some of our field’s biggest recent studies, namely the 2 Human proteome drafts. The consensus? We need more statistics. FDR at the PSM level isn’t sufficient for studies involving millions of MS/MS spectra. We need to control FDR at more advanced levels. And now we can in proteome discoverer.
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A much better pie chart is possible! 

Total Spectra 

Sequest, peptides only Sequest, informed mods Sequest, informed semi-tryptic 

Byonic, informed semitryptic Byonic, just glycos Unmatched spectra 
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ProSightPD Nodes for Proteome Discoverer 2.0 

• Multi-Threaded, 64-bit top-down and bottom-up protein identification 
• UniProt flatfile support, error tolerant search 
• “High/high” workflows downloadable now from proteinaceous.net  
• One year free license for ProSightPC 3.0 + PD 2.0 users.   
• “Low/high” workflows available for order late 2015 
• Note that ProSightPC 3.0 is required to use the nodes. 

Low/High 
Medium/High High/High Bottom Up 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProSightPD consists of several nodes that allow for top down protein analysis within the PD framework. (Read bullet points). These nodes can be combined into innovative new workflows
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ProSightPD workflows 

• Create study, load data files, and start analysis as for a bottom-up 
Sequest search: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProsightPD is a series of nodes that have upgraded capabilities compared to ProsightPC. There are several advantages: you don’t need to learn the ProsightPC interface, ProsightPD is fully multithreaded (significantly faster and more powerful!).You can essentially build your Top Down workflow in the same way that you build your bottom up workflow. With few surprises!
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ProSightPD results 

Protein ID’s 

Peptide groups = Proteoforms 

Annotated MS/MS spectrum 

Click for ProSight Lite view of fragment map 
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ProSightPD -> ProSight Lite 

N-terminal acetylation 

Methyl lysine 
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Example – “Low/High” LC/MS/MS of Sigma enolase 

Intact enolase Truncated products 
and contaminants 
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ProSightPD two-stage Low/High workflow 

Identifies intact 
protein forms 

Identifies 
truncated protein 

forms 

ReSpect for precursor mass 
determination, Xtract for 
fragment mass determination 
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ProSightPD Three-Tier Low/High workflow 
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ProSightPD results for “Low/high” workflow 

Truncated proteins Intact protein ID’s 
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ProSightPD results for ion trap low/high HeLa intact 
protein data 

List of Protein ID’s 

List of PSM’s/proteoforms 

Annotated MS/MS spectrum Precursor MS spectrum 

Wide mass range 
for identified 
proteins 
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Summary 

• Proteome Discoverer 2.1 has the capabilities to dig deeper into your 
Orbitrap data.  

• You can identify PTMs and localize them, whether or not you even think 
to search for them 

• Using multiple databases, including those from “next-gen” sequencing 
databases you can confidently identify genetic variations in your 
samples 

• By use of the ProsightPD nodes you can even take a swing at 
understanding your system from both bottom up and assemble that into 
the true proteoform picture. 

• The goal here is to get more biological data out of every one of your 
Orbitrap runs and really unlock the potential of your instrument. 
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